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Transformation of Semiconductor R&D 
STARC
STARC, Company Overview
? Name:                              STARC,
Semiconductor Technology Academic Research Center
? Head Office: 17-2, Shin-Yokohama 3-chome, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 
222-0033 Japan
? Chairman: Toshio Nakajima, 
President and CEO,NEC electronics Corporation
? President and CEO: Katsuhiro Shimohigashi
? Capital: JPY 440 million (~USD 4 million)
? Established: December 28,1995
? Shareholders: Fujitsu Limited
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.Ltd.
NEC Electronics Corporation
Oki Electric Industry Co.Ltd.
Renesas Technology Corporation
Rohm Co.Ltd.
Sanyo Semiconductor Co.Ltd.
Seiko Epson Corporation 
Sharp Corporation
Sony Corporation
Toshiba Corporation
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STARC, Bridge between Industry and Academia
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for Real Time Voice Processing
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An Example of Speech Translation System 
(Controlled Sentence,1999) 
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Japanese Language Translation Challenges
Both Polite and Normal Expressions
? ????/Normal, ??????/Polite=“ I will go.”
Same Expression, But Multiple Meanings
? ???????=“ I’m sorry/Excuse me/I see.”
No Articles, No Expressions for The Singular and The Plural
No Entries of Conversational/Colloquial Expressions in Dictionary
? ?????????etc=A sosrt of “is it? / isn’t it?” at the last part of 
the sentence
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Semiconductor R&D Direction
- An Age of Human Interface-
1. Giga-era has been coming in the semiconductor
industry; Gb memories,GIPS microprocessors, GHz ASICs,
2. I have shown that these massive performance increase 
would best be suited to improve man-machine interface 
by using multimedia processing, 
3. Examples of multimedia processing have been shown
with a special emphasis placed on voice recognition and
translation,
4. With the advent of portable language translator, I hope
that the 21st century will be known 
as “ True Communication Age”.
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